
W11CP offers us some straight talk on antennas
and the use of a Transmatch.

To Use Or Not To Use
A Transmatch

One More Discussion of a
Popular Subject

BY LEW MCCOY' . W11CP

Here is a junk·box Trensmetcn. Refer totiq. I(B). CI is 150pF, as
isC2. Any value from 150pF 10 350pF can be used. The roner in
ductor is about 25 uH and was picked up al a tteemeiket. Any in
ductance value over 15 uH will work for 80 through 10 meters.
The capacitors havereceiver-tvoe spacing and will handle about
200 watts when the Transmatch is perfectly matched. For this
reason, be sure to use low power when tuning up, and by low, I
mean just a few watts. Not shown is a toroid balun that provides
balanced output. Details for making such a balun can be found in

antenna chapters of any recent handbooks.

C ertainly one of the most frequently
asked questions I gel at lectures and in
the mail concerns the use or non-use of
Transmatches. And I might add that
these same questions have been asked
for the last 20 years-at least! The rea
son for the questions is certainly under
standable. Antennas, leedlines, and
coupling antenna systems (0 the trans
nutter is a complex subject-one not
thoroughly understood by many ama
teurs, So let's see if we can clear the air a
lillie more.

What Is A Transmatch?
In the early days 01 amateur radio any

device used to couple an antenna system
to a transmitter was called an "antenna
tuner," and many amateurs still use this
term. Back in 1961 in July OST I wrote an
article describing "The SO-Ohmer Trans-
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match," In that article the word "Trans
match" was used for the lirst time, and
here is what was said: "A generic name
coined by the editors to apply 10 any type
01 matching network inserted between a
transmitter and a transmission line.
There has been an obvious need lor such
a word, since 'antenna coupler' is inade
quate both technically and psychologi
cally." So if any modem-day amateur is
interested in why the term trensmetcn is
used, it stems from that 1961 article by
this author.

Stated as simply as possible, a Trans
match is a combination of coils and ceca
etters that make up an adjustable RF
transformer. The tuncnon 01 a good
Transmatch is to take the unknown load
of the antenna system (note I say
" system" ) and convert tnatloao to a us
able one lor the transmitter. In addition,
when an antenna or antenna system is
nonresonant, there is always reactance
present, and a good Transmatch should
be capable of tuning out such reac
tances. Briefly, then, a Transmatch is
simply a circuit consisting 01 coils and ca-

pacitors best described as an RF trans
former and reactance "tuner-outer,"

Modern-Day Problems
Alter WW II several things happened 10

change amateur radio forever. First, co
axial leedline became cheap enough so
that any amateur could afford it. Coaxial
lines were preferred. because it was
easier to run coaxial line rather than the
more commonly used open-wire feeders.
Using coax meant working with 50 or 70
ohm loads, which happened to be the
characteristic impedance of coax . Sec
ond, television came along and gave us
TVl to contend with, and that led to com
pletely shielded transmitters. This, in
turn, led to the use 01 pi-network tank err
cuus. because such circuits offered
simplified banoswrtcmnq. Because of the
use of coaxial lines. amateurs started
thinking in terms of multiband SO ohm im
pedence antennas. Gradually, antenna
manufacturers started to work towards
antennas that would be SO ohms im
pedance no mailer on what frequency
they were used. (I might say that outside
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Fig. 1- Circuit diagram of Irensmetcnes.
(A) is the basic Ultimate circuit and (8) is
the Walt Maxwell version. L1 can be a
lapped coil, bul does not provide the flexi·
bility of a rotor inductor. If you use a tap
ped coil and find you cannot get a perfeci
match, you might try adding a short
length, 5 to 10 feet or so, offeedline. This
will change the overall impedance and
may put you in a matching range of the

tapped coil.

day circuits for Transmatches are con
cerned, they all are derived from the
" So-Ohmer Transmatch" mentioned
above. I described another ci rcuit in July
t 970 QST called "The Ultimate Trans
match," which was very popular, be
cause with that circuit it was possible to
match any load of any impedance or reo
actance. Fig. 1(A) is that basic ci rcuit. A
few years after the or iginal article ap
peared . Walt Maxwell, W2DU , correctly
pointed out that a dual capacitor was not
needed at Ot . and he suggested the c ir
cuit shown in fig . 1(B). A few years back
an argument erupted over the Ultimate
and W2DU circuits in that neither was
purported to be good for harmonic suo
pression , second or third harmonics, that
is. To be very honest, I considered the ar
gument ridiculous for a very simple rea
son. The FCC had long ago passed a rule
that estransmurers must have 40 dB har
monic attenuation of all harmonics in the
fina l amplifier stage (that amplifier stage
attached to the antenna system). That is
the case today, so harmonic attenuation
arguments as far as Transmatches are
concerned are ridiculous.

Getting back to the choice of c ircuits,
Maxwell 's simple T-circuit is just about as
good as one ca n use . I would prefer a va
riable inductor for I I because there are
many antenna system loads that can be
ext remely critical to match. A switched.
tapped coil can create some matching
problems with such loads simply be
cause the inductance range is fixed. In
order to match any impedance, the in
ductance should be continuously van
able.

The Meal-Transmatch or Not?
For those readers who have become

tired reading up to this point, I can make it
short . If you wish to always have a SO ohm

(408) 749-8330

an example, the old Johnson Ranger
transmitter had a tank ci rcuit that would
actually match any antenna load used, no
matter what the SWR or impedance hap
pened to be. Scali a Transmatch really is,
is the adjustable tank circuit those menu
facturers took away from us years ago.
How about that!

What Kind of Transmatch To Use?
I am putti ng the cart befo re the horse

in this article in telling you what kind of
Transmatch to use before actually tell ing
you if you need one, hi! However , there
are certain circuits I prefer, and I'll tell
you why. Historically, as fa r as present-

years ago had built-in Transmatches ! As

Exchange electronic mailbox messages With your
famdy-l lke"'I'1i be late", or "All ls OK"' Or talk w'lhyour
family directly through ShackPalc!l~ . with you In remote
cont rol of your home station Report traffIC acc idents or
disabled motorists lhrough your home phone while
mob ile or portable with PersonalPalch~

All the power of your home staten (and more) really can
follow you envwbere.. to l ind out more about
ShackMaster- iust write. send us vocrost, or call and
talk with us at 408-749-8330.

advanced
computer
controls, inc .

ShackMaster~ puts your home stenon 10 the palm 01
your hand Whether coteoe. mob ile. around the yard
or around town you'll be linked through your handheld
lovocr tuqhperforrnance eouoneot athome. sveocen
home from any roocn-rore phone and operate,

Scan lhe bands, change modes. select antennas. turn
gear on and ott - ali lrom your Touch-Tone keypad
Check IOta nets. work sseos. ragchew and DX without
being teo down to the shack.

Take it with you.
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of a dummy-load antenna, such a ccndi-
lion really only exists in ham heaven!)
The result of authese changes was that
transmitter manufactu rers started elimi
nating all adjustable final-stage trans
mitter components. (They were more ex
pensive than fixed-value components.)
They designed their equipment to work
into 50 ohm loads. When solid-slate
came along, this only emphasized the
problem, so now if one doesn't have a 50
ohm load, the transceiver will actually
shut itself down!

For those of you who entered amateur
radioin the last 20 years or so, the 50 ohm
antenna is now a way of life. Believe It or
not, the transmitters before 10 or 15

aee
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Model 425 TITAN
Linear Power Amplifier

See your dealer or write

'~.~~EN-TEC , IIC.I I III :'nlU'IlLlI. TlIllIlUU )JIU"Commercial version available

We have been accused of "over designing" the TITAN. And certainly, by cutting corners, it
could be built at lower cost. But we think, in the long run, it will be an investment in reliability,
flexibility, and the pure enjoyment of a permanent addition to your station - long after the price
is forgotten.

Every component is chosen to work well below its rating. The power transformer is our own,
using a Hypersil®tape wound core, generously designed for excellent regulation. Capacitors
and inductors are also made in-house for close quality control.

The TITAN uses two 3CX800 tubes that will loaf along at 1,500 watts output. And, as they
require lower plate voltage than older tubes, insulation breakdown is less likely.

We think we have included present and future needs. Things such as full break-in and operatio n
on 160 meters and all authorized bands. A separate power

supply makes station layout easy for most convenient
operating. And if you use AMTOR, SSTV or RTfY,

there is no problem with continuo us operation.

The TITAN could easily be your final FfNAL
AMPLIFIER.
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Measure Up With Coaxial Dynamics
Model 81000A RF Directional Wattmeter

that the antenna system load has not
changed, nor will it.

We load up our transmitter so that we
have 100 watts output, just as we had
with our 3600 kHz resonant dipole. So
where is the 100 watts going to go? It is
true that coaxial line has some losses as
the SWR increases. We do have an SWR
017 or 8 to 1 up here on 3900, so we may
lose a few watts on the way. However, lor
all practical purposes we now have just
about 100 watts in our " nonresonant "
antenna. Actually, it isn't really nonreson
ant anymore. At least the antenna system
isn't nonresonant. Don't forget that we
tuned out the reactance by using the
Transmatch. so all we have left is redia
lion and ohmic resistance.

Some things do change with our anten
na. but certainly not its efficiency. A reso
nant bau-wavelenqtn c.oore has the cnar
actenstrc figure-eight radiation pattern.
As an antenna gets longe r or shorter
other lobes are developed, and it the
antenna is longer than a hart-wavelenqtb.
it actually exhibits gain in some direc
tions. Remember, resonant antennas are
stric tly a state of mind. In the real w orld
we want resonant antenna systems.

Matched Antennas and
Transmatches

The real crux of the article is whether
to use a Transmatch with a matched an
tenna-one that has a low SWR. In my

COAXIAL
DYNAMICS,
INC.

15210 Industrial Parkway
Cleveland,Ohio 44135
216-267-2233
1-8OO-COAXIAL
Telex: 98-0630

Service and Dependability...A Part of Every Product

Model 81000A is a thoroughly engineered, portable, insertion type wattmeter
designed to measure both FWD/RFL
C. W. power in Coaxial transmission lines.
81QOOA is comprised of a built-in line
section, direct reading a-scare
meter protected by a shock-proof
housing. Quick-match connectors.
plus a complete selection of plug-in
elements, gives the FRONT RUNNER
reliability, durability, flexibility
and adaptability with a two year
warranty.
Contact us for your nearest
authorized Coaxial Dynamics
representative or distributor in
our wor1d-wide sales network,

sonant 3600 kHz dipo le? It isn't resonant
anymore. Even worse, when you used the
antenna on 3600, the $WR was just about
1 to 1, but up here on 3900 it looks like B to
1! And added to tha t, the rig won't load at
all! Gosh, I guess you need another reo
sonant antenna for 3900. Hogwash!

Let's suppose we attach the transmit·
ter end of the 50 ohm feedline cable, RG·
B/U, to a rransmatch and the rig to it , We
next adjust the Transmatch so we have a
1 to 1 SWR on the piece of coax between
the Transmatch and the rig , which indi
cates the transmitter is seeing a 50 ohm
load. What we have done is taken the
complex load that appears at the Trans
match end of the 50 ohm nne and done
some inte resting th ings. However , it is at
this point that many amateurs have a
hard time understanding what is hap
pening . Keep in mind, If you will , that the
actua l impedance 01 the load at this end
of the coaxia l line is not 50 ohms, the im
pedance of the line . Rather, it could be a
much higher or lower va lue and have lots
01 reactance present. And , going back to
the beginninp f)f this article, we are now
looking at wt-at llike to call the "antenna
system, " and that is what we are going to
tune. By adjusting the coil and the capa
citors in our 'rransrnatcn. we tune out the
reactance present in the load and also
step up or down the necessary transtor
mation required for the transmitter to
" see" a 50 ohm load. Also bear in mind

Resonant Antennas-Eh?
There is another important consrdera

tion that should be brought in atttus point
a discussion about resonant antennas.
For some reason that is obscure to me,
many amateurs insist that a resonant an
tenna is much better than a nonresonant
one . Let's lirst define a resonant antenna
as simply as possible (and without ottend
ing any antenna experts). A resonant an
tenna is one where only ohmic and radta
non resistance exists in the teed lXlinl
no reactance is present . Keep in mind
that you cannot get power through a re
actance; you must cancel out the re
actance. II is probably best 10 use an ex
ample, Let's say your tavcnte frequency
is 3600 kHz, so you cut a dllXlle using the
formula 468 divided by 3 .6to get a reson
ant antenna. Look at that! The SWR is
1.1 . to 1 and you have a lull 100walts go
ingout! So comes the day and you decide
to operate phone up on 3900 kHz . The
question then arises, what about the re-

load for your transceiver and have maxi
mum transfer 01 power, plus keep your
transceiver running cool, then use a
Transmalch. For those of you who wish to
continue, I have more to say . In fac t, I
could write five articles on just subject!

Let's first talk a little about losses. Any
circuit will have some losses, so adding a
Transmatch to your antenna system will
introduce some losses. I have made
many tests using Transmatches, so I can
give you some figures. A wen-con
structed Transmatch-one using good
electrical connections and good corn
ponents-c-ooesn't introduce any great
losses. The Tconfiguration with a roller or
variable inductor can introduce as much
as 7% loss. In other words, 100watts out
of the rig , you could lose as much as 7
watts in the Transmatch. However, and
there are several "howevers.' that 7%
loss only takes place under a very badly
mismetcned load, With standing-wave
rat ios on the order of 15 or 20 10 1 and a
high value of reactance! The minimum
loss through a Transmatch ts on the order
01 only 3 %, My method of checking was
putting identical wattmeters on both
sides of the Transrnatch. input and out·
put, and then measuring the ditterences
into a wide variety of mismatched loads.
One of those "howevers" we mustn't
overlook is what we gain , not what we
lose. I have no way of giving exact fig ·
ures. but you would actually pick up
power from your rig simply because its
load would be exactly for what it was oe
signed. The rig would run cooler-no
doubt about tha t.

Still another advantage is that a Trans
match is certain to improve reception ,
Your receiver will always be looking at a
resonant antenna sys tem and will profit
accordi ngly, In addition, the Transmatch
will provide a certain amount of selectiv
ity.

l
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Fig, 2- This is the drawing of the antenna
described in the text. The length L can be
any convenient length, but one should try
to make it at least one-quarter wave
length long on the lowest operating band.
L1 and L2 should be equal lengths, Also,
the antenna can be mounted as an in
verted V. If you like slopers, this same

antenna can be installed as a stccei.

SWR will be quite high in some instances,
For this reason we will need a relatively
low-loss feed line-certainly not coax, If
you don't care to make your own line,
then you can use a good grade of 300
ohm TV-type twinlead. Even better is a
heavy-duty-type twin lead that has sec
tions cut out and approximatesopen-wire
feeders, It is easy to make your own feed
ers by using two wires separated 2 or
more inches. The insulators between
wires can be made from almost any poly
or phenolic material. One-half inch plas
tic piumbing pipe can be cut and dril ied to
make insulators. (Hair curlers of plastic

own case I have a seven-band beam, and
while on some frequencies the SWR is 1
to 1 or close to that, it goes well over to 2
to 1 on others. Therefore, 1keep a Trans
match in the line at all times. It means
making a few extra adjustments each
time' switch bands, but those adjust
ments are easy and fast. However, most
important to me, my equipment is always
working into the design load.

If you find that YOUf equipment loads
easily and you don't have antenna prob
lems when OSYing, then you probably
don't need a Transmatch. However, if
any of your antennas show an SWR of
much more than 1,5 to 1, then I would
recommend using a Transmatch. I have
already discussed the 3% power loss in a
Transmatch, but as I also said, I find that
insignificant given the other advantages.

For years I tried to convince the ama
teur fraternity to use what I thought (and
still think) is the best mulliband antenna
system. This is an antenna that has no
traps or resistors and uses a practically
rossress transmission line, But it does re
quire the use of a Transmatch. Now that
we have all the new bands, we need an
antenna system for the average amateur
who cannot alford numerous towers and
beams. So here goes at reviving that out
standing system.

A Really Good Multiband Antenna
The formula for making the antenna is

quite simple. You first find out how you

plan to support the antenna and what is
the maximum possible length of wire you
can use. It may be that the antenna must
be an Inverteo-v type with a sing le high
support at the center and the ends as
high as possible off the ground, If you
have two widely separated supports,
such as trees, then the antenna can be
horizontal (horizontal is nearly always
better than vertical or an inverted V). In
any case, the antenna is made long
enough to reach between the two farth
est supports. If that happens to be 100
feet overall, fine! If it is 200 feet, even bet
ter. (Always make the antenna as long as
possfbfe.) Next cut a wire that long.

What Kind of Wire?
A frequent question is, "What kind of

wire can I use for a wire antenna?" Al
most any kmd of wire that is copper or
copper-clad steel that is strong enough to
support itself is usable. Nea rly any elec
trical supply house has single wire, No.
12 or 14 copper wire. Farm supply houses
usually have electric fence wire, which is
customarily No. 18 copper-clad steel.

Getting back to our antenna, find the
center of the wire and cut it again. You
now have two wires to make a dipole.
Note I didn't say half-wavelength dipole
because it would be only chance if it
were. Because we are going to use this
antenna on a multitude of frequencies
and bands, it would be expected that the
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A 1015--6 Mtlt r Amplifier
10 w.... In_ISOW.n. Ou.
All Me<k Oponhon with It.. Pr••"",
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8 13A-2 Mtter HIT Amplifier
2 W.... In-JO W.t.. 0...
All Me<k Opmo._ """ lh Pmmp
compart S-I3Y.o" x r x 7,

8108-2 Moote. 0...1
Pur~A m plifier
10 W In-80 W.ru Out
2W ln-}O W_ OUt
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82 15_2 Meier H IT Amplfier
2 W.... ln-ISOW.... OU.
~fotHIT_
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81 016-2 Mt .... Du.1
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CllA- 1,,. Meta- H /T Amplifier
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C3012- I'4 MeIer Amplifier
}O w In_120 w... OUr
2 W ln~w.... 0.. .
All Mod< Op<t..ion .uh Ro Preomp

D24-4 30.450 MHz Amplifier
2 W.n . In~ w"ru 0...
All Me<k Op<m1Dn FM,SSlI,CW ATV
()pr;onaI"N" Typ<c...w,..' ", .

D IQl0-4l().450MHz Dual
Purr-- Amplifier
10 W.... ln_ IOOW••• Ou.
2 W.ru In--fS W. ... Oioi
All Mod< Oponfion FM,SSB.CW,ATV
()pr;.oMI "N'· Tl'P'" Conno«on

D3010-4J0..450 Mth Amplifier
}O W .... In-lOll w_ Qui
All Me<k Op<t._ FM.SSIl,CW,ATV
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P.D. &.1000
Morpn Hill, C A 9 5037
(-408)779--7363
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The completed Transmatch is mounted in a small utility box.

Below is a short section of line that is made using plastic water pipe insulators. I made
these from a piece of tUbing 3 inches long that was sawed in half, providing two insula
lars, Holes are drilled in the ends of the insulators and the wire for the feeders and then
fed through the holes. The other holes are put in to elimina te any moisture accumula
tion. The wire spacing is not critical; any spacing up to 6 inches is suitable. One 10 foot
length of PVC tUbing should provide more than enough spacers. Above is the heavy'
duty " open-wire " type twinlead. This line will handle the amateur legal limits, but it is

more lossy than the hOmemade line at the left.

tor . Be sure to keep notes of the different
settings of the Transmatch that provide a
match. Go through the various bands and
note all settings. This will probably take a
lew hours, but when you are finished, you
will be able to Quickly change bands and
frequencies. Assuming you are using one
of the Transmatch circuits described
earher, I can guarantee that you will ob
tain a 1 to 1 match on all bands.

What you now have is just about the
best multiband antenna system you can
lind. In my case, I have about 170 teet .
center led, with Ihe heavy-duty twin-lead
type feeders. I keep a coax switch in the
teednnes. and t am sometimes surprised
10 find that the wire antenna wilt provide
better signals than the beam! This is, 01
cou rse, because of the gain on ce rtain
lobes from the wire antenna plus a better
angle 0 1 radiation for a given signal. Re
member tha t you now have a tuned reso
nant system- no t necessarily a resonant
antenna.

I don't like to downgrade other multi
band antennas. However, there has been
much wri tten lately about the off-center
fed Windom and the G5RV. Befo re mak
ing remarks about these antennas let me
make something clear. Many years ago I
came up with what is known as McCoy's
law, Simply stated, McCoy's Law says,
" If the damned thing works, leave it
alone!" In any case, I have some com
ments about these and other multiband
antenna systems that I don't think any
one will argue about.

Generally speaking, trap multiband an
tennas always will suffer when compared
to the rtwrtiband dipo le descr ibed above.
So will multiband verticals. The off
cen te r- led Windom will suffe r from teed
line radiation. This isn' t really bad, but the
antenna is inherently unbalanced, Also,
to cover 80 meters you wi ll need a Trans
matc h anyway. From all I have read and
heard about the G5 RV antenna, plus test
ing several, a Transmatch is needed to
keep the SWR within reason. If so, it be
comes slightly ridiculous to attempt to
hold to fixed antenna and teednne
lenglhs.

No antenna expert will argue about the
efficiency 01 a cecent-stze dipole with
open-wife feeders. And as to decent size,
a good rule of thumb is to try to make the
antenna at least one-quarter wavelength
long on its lowest operating frequen
cy-in other words, at least 60 feel long il
your lowest band is 80 meters, but the
longer the better. The antenna will work
with shorter lengths, but no where near
as well. It is just an unbeatable antenna
for 80 through 10 (it wi ll also work on 160),
and the beauty of it is that the antenna
and leede rs are cheap.

So that's the scoop. I hope you've read
this far . If so, you'll know a Httte bit more
about Transmatches and good mult iband
antennas. There is a lot more to say, but
by now you must be bored, right? 1m

lion. However, this isn't as important as
some amateurs think when using open
wire line. Such coupled power is radiat
ed, not lost.

Some amateurs balk at bringing open
wire feeders through the wall or windows.
An easy out here is to mount the end of
the feeders near a shack window, and at
that point attacn a length of the commer
cial twinlead to come into the 'trans
match. There may be an impedance mis
match between the values 01 open-wire
line and twmtead. but both lines are bal
anced, so again Ihis isn't importa nt.

Connect the end 01 the leede rs to the
station Transmatch using the balanced
configuration output of the Transmatch .
Use as Iowa power as possible to get an
SWA indication on your ma tching ind ica-

are suitable.)Even wooden dowel rodcan
be cut and drilled, but in this case it might
be wise to dip the wooden spreaders in
hot parallin.

Make the line long enough to reach
from the center of the antenna to your
shack . Many amateurs insist that the
length 01 the feedhne must be a hall
wavelength or multiples 01 same. The on
ly time that such lengths are of any lmpor
lance is il we are going to attempt to
measure the teeoooint impedance 01 the
antenna. To be br ief, make the leedline
long enough to reach the shack; that is
what is important. Do try to b ring the
feeders away from the antenna at right
angles. This is done to avoid feeder
coupling to the antenna itself , causing
parallel standing waves and leede r radia-
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